
FWR Parts and Accessories Checklist (provided)
Part Storage Location Part Storage Location

Emriver Em2 Box --- Perforated Scoop Inside reservoir
Reservoir --- Extension cords (2) Inside reservoir
Emriver supports --- Squirt bottles (2) Tote box A
Square buckets (2) --- Silicon spatulas (2) Tote box A
Modeling media 5 buckets + 1 tray Squeegee Tote box A
Emriver Use and Care 
Manual/FWR Manual

White binder, inside 
tote bag*

Hand broom/dust pan Tote box A

FWR Curriculum and 
lesson plans

Green binder, inside 
tote bag*

Sponge Tote box A

Dye bottles (2) Tote bag* Flow outlet Tote box B
Power supply Red box* Measuring tape Tote box B
Pump and filter Red box* Scrapers for moving 

media (2)
Tote box B

GFCI-equipped outlet Red box* Energy Dissipater Unit 
(EDU)

Tote box B

Crayfish Electronic 
Flow Controller

Red box* Standpipe Tote box B

Accessories(velcro etc.) Bag, inside red box* Activity Flags Tote box C
Metal strainer Inside reservoir Simulated riparian 

vegetation/debris
Tote box C

¾-inch-diameter tubing Inside reservoir Hydraulic shapes Tote box C
Solid scoop Inside reservoir Simulated culverts, 

roads, houses, etc.
Tote box C

Sediment trap Inside reservoir Riprap stones Tote box C
Extra mesh Inside reservoir

You are responsible for supplying the following:
Item Purpose

Tie downs or wratchet straps Transporting the table on a roof rack or inside a 
truck bed

Tarp To lay down underneath the table to catch water 
and sediment debris

Towels For clean-up
Paper Towels For hands and clean-up
Trash bin For sediment “dust” and soiled paper towels
Hose If direct filling the reservoir. Buckets (provided) 

may also be used.

 IMPORTANT: The red box containing all the electronic parts and the backpack containing the binders and dye 
bottles must be stored in a heated space at all times.

 You are responsible for making sure all components of the kit are DRY before returning the table. This includes all 
the demonstrative parts (riprap, vegetation, etc.) and all cleaning supplies. Do not store wet items in the totes or 
reservoir! Please make sure all totes and other items are securely stored and completely inside of the reservoir. 

 You are responsible for repairing or replacing any items that get damaged or lost while the table and kit are in 
your care.


